WAUS44 KKCI 230845
WA4Z
DFWZ WA 230845
AIRMET ZULU UPDT 1 FOR ICE AND FRZLVL VALID UNTIL 231500

NO SGFNT ICE EXP OUTSIDE OF CNVTV ACT.

FRZLVL...RANGING FROM 145−175 ACRS AREA
  160 ALG 30W OSW−30NW MLC−40S MAF−50ESE FST−40SSW CWK−20SSE
  CRP−50S LRD
  160 BOUNDED BY 40ESE FSM−30NE LIT−50WNW SQS−20ENE MLU−30SE
  EIC−20WNW EIC−40NW TXK−40ESE FSM

WAUS44 KKCI 230845
WA4T
DFWT WA 230845
AIRMET TANGO UPDT 1 FOR TURB VALID UNTIL 231500

NO SGFNT TURB EXP OUTSIDE OF CNVTV ACT.

WAUS44 KKCI 230845
WA4S
DFWS WA 230845
AIRMET SIERRA UPDT 1 FOR IFR VALID UNTIL 231500

AIRMET IFR...TX LA MS AL
FROM 30NW MEI TO SJI TO 50SSE MCB TO 20N LSU TO LCH TO 20WNW IAH
TO 30SE TTT TO 30W GGG TO 30NW AEX TO 30NW MEI
CIG BLW 010/VIS BLW 3SM BR/FG. CONDS ENDG 12−15Z.

AIRMET IFR...AL
FROM 30N LGC TO 50SW PZD TO 30WNW CEW TO 30N LGC
CIG BLW 010/VIS BLW 3SM BR/FG. CONDS DVLPG AFT 09Z. CONDS ENDG 12−15Z.

AIRMET IFR...TN KY
FROM HNN TO HMV TO 20E GQO TO 40NW GQO TO 40WNW LOZ TO 60NE LOZ
TO 50W HNN TO HNN
CIG BLW 010/VIS BLW 3SM BR/FG. CONDS ENDG 12−15Z.

WAUS44 KKCI 231113 AAA
WA4S
DFWS WA 231113 AMD
AIRMET SIERRA UPDT 2 FOR IFR VALID UNTIL 231500

AIRMET IFR...TN KY...UPDT
FROM 50W HNN TO HNN TO HMV TO 20ESE GQO TO 40NW GQO TO 40WNW LOZ
TO 70SW HNN TO 50W HNN
CIG BLW 010/VIS BLW 3SM BR/FG. CONDS ENDG 12−15Z.

AIRMET IFR...AL...UPDT
FROM 30SW GQO TO 30WNW ATL TO 50SW PZD TO 40WSW CEW TO 20NNE VUZ
TO 30SW GQO
CIG BLW 010/VIS BLW 3SM BR/FG. CONDS DVLPG AFT 09Z. CONDS ENDG
AIRMET IFR...TX LA MS AL...UPDT
FROM 20WSW IGB TO 30ENE MEI TO 20SW LCH TO 50E IAH TO 30WNW IAH
TO 40SE ACT TO 30SE TTT TO 30NNW GGG TO 40SE GGG TO 30NW AEX TO
20SSE SQS TO 20WSW IGB
CIG BLW 010/VIS BLW 3SM BR/FG. CONDS ENDG 12-15Z.
....